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Jew and Philosopher
2012-02-01

this is the first book to deal with the jewish thought of leo strauss known primarily as one of the
leading contemporary political thinkers this book reveals another side of leo strauss as one of
the most important jewish thinkers of the present century the author presents the jewish
thought of leo strauss as powerful original and provocative but also as essential for grasping the
true character of strauss s thought his jewish thought may prove to be the key to the proper
understanding of his philosophic thought as a whole

Salafi-jihadism
2016

no topic has captured the public imagination of late quite so dramatically as the specter of
global jihadism while much has been said about the way jihadists behave their ideology remains
poorly understood as the levant has imploded and millenarian radicals claim to have revived a
caliphate based on the teachings of the prophet mohammed the need for a nuanced and
accurate understanding of jihadist beliefs has never been greater shiraz maher charts the
intellectual underpinnings of salafi jihadism from its origins in the mountains of the hindu kush
to the jihadist insurgencies of the 1990s and the 9 11 wars what emerges is the story of a
pragmatic but resilient warrior doctrine that often struggles as so many utopian ideologies do to
consolidate the idealism of theory with the reality of practice his ground breaking introduction to
salafi jihadism recalibrates our understanding of the ideas underpinning one of the most
destructive political philosophies of our time by assessing classical works from islamic antiquity
alongside those of contemporary ideologues packed with refreshing and provocative insights
maher explains how war and insecurity engendered one of the most significant socio religious
movements of the modern era

Desolation and Enlightenment
2003

during and especially after the second world war a group of leading scholars who had been
perilously close to the war s devastation joined others fortunate enough to have been protected
by distance in an effort to redefine and reinvigorate western liberal ideals for a radically new age
treating evil as an analytical category they sought to discover the sources of twentieth century
horror and the potentialities of the modern state in the wake of western desolation in the
process they devised strikingly new ways to understand politics sociology and history that
reverberate still in this major intellectual history ira katznelson examines the works of hannah
arendt robert dahl richard hofstadter harold lasswell charles lindblom karl polanyi and david
truman detailing their engagement with the larger project of reclaiming the west s moral
bearing in light of their epoch s calamities these intellectuals insisted that the tradition of
enlightenment thought required a new realism a good deal of renovation and much
recommitment this array of historians political philosophers and social scientists understood that
a simple reassertion of liberal modernism had been made radically insufficient by the enormities
and moral catastrophes of war totalitarianism and holocaust confronting their period s dashed
hopes for reason and knowledge they asked not just whether the enlightenment should define
modernity but which enlightenment we should wish to have decades later in the midst of a new
type of war and reanimated discussions of the concept of evil we share no small stake in
assessing their successes and limitations

Thoughtlessness and Decadence in Iran
2019-04-01
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bridges western and non western political thought to address the problem of democracy and
political decadance in contemporary iran and by implication similar islamic societies political
decay in islamic societies has for the most part been the subject of structural analyses while
philosophical studies have been rare often speculative and deterministic thoughtlessness and
decadence in iran explores from a theoretical perspective the problem of democracy deficit or
political decadence in contemporary iran and by implication in present day middle eastern
societies this decadence the book argues is in part a religion based decadence and deliverance
from it requires collective thoughtfulness about religion alireza shomali conceptualizes the
iranian reality in terms of a lack of not only good life but also thinking of good living this
thoughtlessness means dissolution of critical consciousness and as such it heralds escalating
decadence at this moment of rapid decay the book argues thought must become relevant to
society the communicative practice of thinking must emerge to examine the pathologies of a
religiously administrated life opening a dialogue between adorno strauss farabi and razi among
others shomali underlines the critical points of similarity and difference between these thinkers
and envisions a local emancipatory project that noting the specifics of the iranian case takes
lessons from the western experience without blind imitation alireza shomali is associate
professor of political science at wheaton college he is the author of politics and the criteria of
truth

Discourses on Strauss
2006

sorensen examines strauss s political theory by turning to his distinction between revelation and
reason religion and philosophy the author maintains that strauss viewed these as two
fundamentally different worldviews and as alternate ways of understanding the good life by way
of a reading of strauss s thoughts on machiavelli

Leo Strauss and Islamic Political Thought
2022-07-07

the first comprehensive discussion of leo strauss s writings on islamic political thought and his
reflections on religion philosophy and politics in their relationship with wisdom persecution
divine law and unbelief in the writings of muslim thinkers including alfarabi and averroes and in
the famous arabic collection the arabian nights

Human Guinea Pigs, by Kenneth Mellanby: A Reprint with
Commentaries
2020-06-10

this book reprints human guinea pigs by kenneth mellanby a seminal work in the history of
medical ethics and human subject research that has been nearly unavailable for over 40 years
detailing the use of world war ii conscientious objectors who volunteered for experimentation on
scabies transmission mellanby s book offers insight into one approach to human subject
experimentation before the development of ethical oversight regulations his work was initially
published prior to the articulation of the nuremberg code which makes his subsequent position
as a reporter for the british medical journal at the nuremberg trials very interesting particularly
given his sometimes controversial opinions on nazi medical experimentation this book reprints
the second edition together with commentary essays that situate mellanby s ethical approach in
historical context and relative to contemporary approaches this volume is of particular interest
to scholars of the history of human subject research
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I. E. an Invitation to Political Thought
2008-01-01

about the publication whether international law is really law is one of those vexed questions that
still linger prof mwenda s three pillar approach to looking at international law is an exceedingly
useful conceptual framework which is at the same time emblematic of the malleable nature of
the discipline the analysis demonstrates when states pay attention to international law why they
feel compelled to do so when they choose not to and why all that matters this is an extremely
timely and accessible book which should be useful to the legal academy and to practitioners dr
victor b mosoti chief counsel for environmental and international law legal vice presidency the
world bank prof mwenda s book contemporary issues in international law is a must read
masterpiece on international law for practitioners academics and students of public international
law it is a thought provoking book that touches on contemporary issues confronting international
law at a time when multilateralism is under serious threat it touches on issues that need to be
discussed and addressed in order to be able to deal with the emerging challenges of rising
nationalism among leading nations of the world brian chigawa esq director of legal and
corporate affairs common market for eastern and southern africa comesa

German Church Books
1993

leo strauss was a central figure in the twentieth century renaissance of political philosophy the
essays of the cambridge companion to leo strauss provide a comprehensive and non partisan
survey of the major themes and problems that constituted strauss s work these include his
revival of the great quarrel between the ancients and the moderns his examination of tension
between jerusalem and athens and most controversially his recovery of the tradition of esoteric
writing the volume also examines strauss s complex relation to a range of contemporary political
movements and thinkers including edmund husserl martin heidegger max weber carl schmitt
and gershom scholem as well as the creation of a distinctive school of straussian political
philosophy

Contemporary issues in international law by Kenneth
Mwenda 2021
2021-01-01

this book examines how the contemporary indian situation poses a strict theoretical challenge to
habermas s theorization of the public sphere and employs the method of samvāda to critically
analyse and dissect its universalist claims it invites the reader to consider the possibility of
imagining a normative indian public sphere that is embedded in the indian context in a native
and not nativist sense to get past the derivative language of philosophical and political
discourses prevalent within indian academia the book proposes that the dynamic cooperative
space between indian political theory and contemporary indian philosophy is effectively suited
to theorize the native idea of the indian public sphere it underlines the normative need for a
natively theorized indian public sphere to further the multilayered democratization of public
spheres within diverse communities that constitute indian society the book will be a key read for
contemporary studies in philosophy political theory sociology postcolonial theory history and
media and communication studies

The Cambridge Companion to Leo Strauss
2009-05-11

this portrays an extraordinary literary friendship unique in american letters for its longevity and
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it chronicles the lives and events that helped shape modern literature and criticism

India, Habermas and the Normative Structure of Public
Sphere
2023-05-19

when kenneth baillieu myer s father fell dead on the footpath in 1934 ken s life changed in an
instant as the eldest son of the jewish immigrant retailing genius sidney baevski myer who went
from pedlar to philanthropist millionaire in fifteen years 13 year old ken was immediately
acknowledged as head of the family despite a conventional education at geelong grammar and
a year at princeton university ken was an unconventional man he had hit headlines when he was
born and continued to make news throughout his life as the powerful executive chairman of
myer in his refusal to be governor general of australia with his separation and divorce from his
wife prue and remarriage to a japanese woman half his age yasuko hiraoka as chairman of the
victorian arts centre and the national library of australia and during his disastrous years as
chairman of the abc a reward for signing the myer it s time letter acknowledged by whitlam as
influential in bringing the labor party to power in 1972 ken myer introduced australia to the first
regional shopping centres with chadstone changing the face of the australian landscape parking
meters state of the art information systems at the national library of australia ground breaking
medical research at the howard florey institute and genetic engineering at csiro were all
facilitated by him visionary and romantic he was depressive and driven charming one moment
icy the next unpretentious and a passionate conservationist he was generous both publicly and
anonymously giving away his fortune and in doing so founding modern philanthropy in australia
happiest when finally free of the store he died with his wife yasuko in a light plane crash in
alaska in 1992 with unprecedented access to family documents sue ebury paints a vivid portrait
of the many aspects of ken myer s life and the man himself

The Selected Correspondence of Kenneth Burke and
Malcolm Cowley, 1915-1981
1990-01-01

despite the voluminous literature on the central figure in american history no other book in the
field of political science compares to lincoln s american dream it addresses comprehensively the
overarching themes of lincoln s political thought and leadership through provocative and
divergent interpretations from leading scholars each chapter is devoted to one of these major
themes about lincoln the declaration and equality political ambition race and slavery his
democratic political leadership executive power religion and politics the union and the role of
the state the book s thirty three contributors include such respected lincoln scholars and
political commentators as harry v jaffa stephen b oates mark e neely richard c current herman
belz and frank j williams with an introduction by kenneth l deutsch and joseph r fornieri lincoln s
american dream will be of enduring interest to scholars students teachers and lincoln
aficionados alike and will attract interest in the fields of american history leadership religion and
culture american studies and african american studies

Nominations of Kenneth W. Dam, David D. Aufhauser,
Michele A. Davis, and Faryar Shirzad
2001

visual history of the german air force in world war ii
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The Many Lives of Kenneth Myer
2008

in the second half of the twentieth century american conservatism emerged from the shadow of
new deal liberalism and developed into a movement exerting considerable influence on the
formulation and execution of public policy in the united states during that period the political
philosophers who provided the intellectual foundations for the american conservative movement
were john h hallowell eric voegelin leo strauss richard weaver russell kirk robert nisbet john
courtney murray friedrich hayek and willmoore kendall by offering a comprehensive analysis of
their thoughts and beliefs the dilemmas of american conservatism both illuminates the american
conservative imagination and reveals its most serious contradictions the contributing authors
question whether a core set of conservative principles can be determined based on the
frequently diverging perspectives of these key philosophers

Lincoln's American Dream
2012

this handbook provides a comprehensive and authoritative analysis of the philosophical
dimensions of german romanticism a movement that challenged traditional borders between
philosophy poetry and science with contributions from leading international scholars the
collection places the movement in its historical context by both exploring its links to german
idealism and by examining contemporary related developments in aesthetics and scientific
research a substantial concluding section of the handbook examines the enduring legacy of
german romantic philosophy key features highlights the contributions of german romantic
philosophy to literary criticism irony cinema religion and biology emphasises the important role
that women played in the movement s formation reveals the ways in which german romantic
philosophy impacted developments in modernism existentialism and critical theory in the
twentieth century interdisciplinary in approach with contributions from philosophers germanists
historians and literary scholars providing both broad perspectives and new insights this
handbook is essential reading for scholars undertaking new research on german romantic
philosophy as well as for advanced students requiring a thorough understanding of the subject

New York Court of Appeals. Records and Briefs.
2014-07-01

blurb kenneth whiting was well known in the navy of his day during his early years after
graduating from the naval academy he commanded several early submarines and was known as
the first man to escape from a downed submarine after being trained to fly by orville wright he
was the first naval officer to conceptualize a ship that was to become the most important in the
us navy the aircraft carrier after submitting his first three unsuccessful proposals to build such a
ship his creativity and aggressiveness were recognized at the start of world war i when he was
asked to lead the navy s first aeronautical detachment to france the fad was the first american
unit to travel to europe and within a few months he negotiated a plan with the french navy for a
system to build naval air stations and train his men in anti submarine warfare from the air when
the us navy department approved the plan he was transferred to the command of nas
killingholme on england s north sea coast he built killingholme into the largest naval air station
in britain returning to the us at the end of the war he found the navy department much more
willing to talk about building aircraft carriers upon the approval of this new ship type he was
placed in charge of converting or building the first six along the way he developed the new
systems for the operation of launching and landing aircraft on the new flat flight decks for his
developmental work with the first six carriers and commanding two of them he is frequently
called the father of the aircraft carrier in books and publications about the ship which was to
take the place of the battleship as the king of the seas along the way naval aviation took
advantage of his ability to effectively and smoothly advocate for many of the then fledgling
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naval aviation s important goals in the public arena because he had publicly spearheaded much
of those goals the battleship admirals who ran the navy of that era were able to take revenge on
him and prevent him from being promoted to admiral rank his tragic death in the middle of
world war ii became part of the reason his name has been largely forgotten outside the navy but
naval aviators know him because the field where they are all trained whiting field nas in
pensacola is named for him the military exploits of this american sailor are worth recounting but
the victories of whiting and his family racing yachts on long island sound make him even more
interesting the goal of this first biography of kenneth whiting is to enable those who empower
one of today s most important functions naval aviation and the americans who have benefitted
from whiting s work to remember this hero of naval aviation and submarines

Luftwaffe War Diary
1895

outlining the richness of german film the a to z of german cinema covers mainstream alternative
and experimental film from 1895 to the present through a chronology introductory essay
appendix of the 100 most significant german films a bibliography and hundreds of cross
referenced dictionary entries on directors actors films cinematographers composers producers
and major historical events that greatly affected the direction and development of german
cinema the book s broad canvas will lead students and scholars of cinema to appreciate the
complex nature of german film

Journal
1895

reprint of the original first published in 1895

Journal of the Society of Arts
2010-08-18

traces the development of expressionism in dresden munich and vienna between 1905 and
1914

The Dilemmas of American Conservatism
2020-12-15

how nations move from war to peace is the world destined to suffer endless cycles of conflict
and war can rival nations become partners and establish a lasting and stable peace how
enemies become friends provides a bold and innovative account of how nations escape
geopolitical competition and replace hostility with friendship through compelling analysis and
rich historical examples that span the globe and range from the thirteenth century through the
present foreign policy expert charles kupchan explores how adversaries can transform enmity
into amity and he exposes prevalent myths about the causes of peace kupchan contends that
diplomatic engagement with rivals far from being appeasement is critical to rapprochement
between adversaries diplomacy not economic interdependence is the currency of peace
concessions and strategic accommodation promote the mutual trust needed to build an
international society the nature of regimes matters much less than commonly thought countries
including the united states should deal with other states based on their foreign policy behavior
rather than on whether they are democracies kupchan demonstrates that similar social orders
and similar ethnicities races or religions help nations achieve stable peace he considers many
historical successes and failures including the onset of friendship between the united states and
great britain in the early twentieth century the concert of europe which preserved peace after
1815 but collapsed following revolutions in 1848 and the remarkably close partnership of the
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soviet union and china in the 1950s which descended into open rivalry by the 1960s in a world
where conflict among nations seems inescapable how enemies become friends offers critical
insights for building lasting peace

The Palgrave Handbook of German Romantic Philosophy
2023-08-10

recovering international relations bridges two key divides in contemporary ir between value free
and normative theory and between reflective philosophically inflected explorations of ethics in
scholarship and close empirical studies of practical problems in world politics featuring a novel
provocative and detailed survey of ir s development over the second half of the twentieth
century the work draws on early frankfurt school social theory to suggest a new ethical and
methodological foundation for the study of world politics sustainable critique which draws these
disparate approaches together in light of their common aims and redacts them in the face of
their particular limitations understanding the discipline as a vocation as well as a series of
academic and methodological practices sustainable critique aims to balance the insights of
normative and empirical theory against each other each must be brought to bear if scholarship
is to meaningfully and responsibly address an increasingly dense heavily armed and persistently
diverse world

Kenneth Whiting
2010-04-01

this book focuses on sciences in the universities of europe in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and the chapters in it provide an overview mostly from the point of view of the history
of science of the different ways universities dealt with the institutionalization of science teaching
and research a useful book for understanding the deep changes that universities were
undergoing in the last years of the 20th century the book is organized around four central
themes 1 universities in the longue durée 2 universities in diverse political contexts 3
universities and academic research 4 universities and discipline formation the book is addressed
at a broad readership which includes scholars and researchers in the field of general history
cultural history history of universities history of education history of science and technology
science policy high school teachers undergraduate and graduate students of sciences and
humanities and the general interested public

The A to Z of German Cinema
1958

this book traces the history of german records captured by american and british troops in 1945
and the negotiations for their return into german custody

Roster of Registered Professional Engineers and
Surveyors of the State of Ohio
2021-10-28

in the second half of the twentieth century american conservatism emerged from the shadow of
new deal liberalism and developed into a movement exerting considerable influence on the
formulation and execution of public policy in the united states during that period the political
philosophers who provided the intellectual foundations for the american conservative movement
were john h hallowell eric voegelin leo strauss richard weaver russell kirk robert nisbet john
courtney murray friedrich hayek and willmoore kendall by offering a comprehensive analysis of
their thoughts and beliefs the dilemmas of american conservatism both illuminates the american
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conservative imagination and reveals its most serious contradictions the contributing authors
question whether a core set of conservative principles can be determined based on the
frequently diverging perspectives of these key philosophers

Bulletin of the Public Library of the City of Boston
1957

ralph ellison and kenneth burke focuses on the little known but important friendship between
two canonical american writers the story of this fifty year friendship however is more than
literary biography bryan crable argues that the burke ellison relationship can be interpreted as a
microcosm of the american racial divide through examination of published writings and
unpublished correspondence he reconstructs the dialogue between burke and ellison about race
that shaped some of their most important works including burke s a rhetoric of motives and
ellison s invisible man in addition the book connects this dialogue to changes in american
discourse about race crable shows that these two men were deeply connected intellectually and
personally but the social division between white and black americans produced hesitation
embarrassment mystery and estrangement where ellison and burke might otherwise have found
unity by using ellison s nonfiction and burke s rhetorical theory to articulate a new vocabulary of
race the author concludes not with a simplistic healing of the divide but with a challenge to
embrace the responsibility inherent to our social order american literatures initiative

German Expressionist Painting
2012-03-25

since world war i when the movement toward a comprehensive and systematic examination of
international relations began two intensive debates about the nature and methodology of the
discipline have helped shape the field the first was between the realist and the idealist schools
the second between the traditionalists and the behavioralists now a third debate has emerged
pitting state centric conceptualizations against the globalist focus on interdependence at issue is
the nature of the international system is it still one in which the sovereign nation state
constitutes the dominant actor or has a process of global political economic and even social
integration transformed the world into a global village this text presents seminal works that
define and illuminate the third debate focused by the editors comments prefacing each chapter
and their synthesizing introductory and concluding chapters it is designed to allow students and
scholars to compare and contrast the contending approaches in order to better understand and
develop the discipline of international relations given the consensus among both realists and
globalists that our assumptions about world affairs affect how we construct theories to explain
events and that the model we impose on the world directly affects the policies we prescribe it is
difficult to overemphasize the importance of the subject

How Enemies Become Friends
2012-07-15

Recovering International Relations
1928

The Coloradoan
2015-04-20
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Sciences in the Universities of Europe, Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries
2003

Martel/Martell/Martelle Family History
2001

Government Executive
2005

Hoosier National Forest (N.F.), German Ridge
Restoration Project
2012-02-29

The Struggle for the Files
2010-09-24

Counter-Revolution of the Word (Volume 4 of 4)
(EasyRead Super Large 24pt Edition)
2012

The Dilemmas of American Conservatism
2019-03-04

Ralph Ellison and Kenneth Burke at the Roots of the
Racial Divide
1926

Globalism Versus Realism

The Colorado Engineer
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